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ABSTRACT
SQUARE I
AND MUHARREM BEY SOAP
FACTORY CONSERVATION PROJECT
Kilis, located at the entrance gate to Anatolia from Middle East, the region called
, has always had a significant position in history. Therefore Kilis,
hosting many civilizations throughout history and due to its critical location on the
trade routes, has always been an important commercial center. Ongoing trade
activities developed during Ottoman Era, has put forward Kilis as a central market
prevailing over such other neighboring cities as Antakya, Gaziantep and Hatay,
which led to the contruction of many covered, bazaars, bedestens and khans.
Cumhuriyet Square (or known as Bazaar Square formerly) the focal point of the town
where the largest bazaar of the town is established, has an important location within
the city particularly because of accommodating such culturally and historically
precious buildings as Goverment House, Tekke Mosque Complex, Mevlevihane and
khans around. The overall feature of agriculture, the prevalent type of cultivation of
land, makes a profound impact on the architectural formation of the region. In this
sense, there are many traditional production buildings in this region like olive mill,
production facility for molasses, soap factories and wheat mill all of which are the
invaluable inheritance but not used anymore.
The traditional manufacturing/production buildings are also of great importance as
they provide interesting information about the cultural and economic lifestyle as well
as the agricultural, architectural and manufacturing techniques then adopted in the
region. Most of the traditional manufacturing buildings which have been kept out of
use have disappeared; nevertheless luckily, some have survived, standing for the
examples of such structures.
Kilis soap factory, which is part of the traditional architecture of the socio-economic
life and culture, is the part that has survived the city's traditional production
structure. However, no comprehensive project or feasible application has yet been
conducted to transport to the future generations the original identity of this precious
heritage which is about to disappear as has lost the original superstructural
equipment.
In this thesis study, Kilis Cumhuriyet Square and its environs, as well as the soap
factory in Tekke Neighborhood is examined.

Within the framework of this thesis, the first chapter is the introduction, the second
chapter is about the history of the city, architecture, traditional production methods
and traditional production buildings, and the third chapter is about architectural
characteristics of the region. The structure chosen in the fourth chapter comprises the
certification of the existing plans, spatial characteristics, structural features,
described facade and decorative features, and the structure protection issues have
been scrutinized through assessment analyses fort he equipments; the era, and the
damages encountered. In the fifth chapter, the same function is performed in Nizip,
Gaziantep, Kilis and Antakya, and restitution of recommendations has been
developed in accordance with all the data. In the sixth chapter, based on the
restitution of recommendations, the original elements of the building, a variety of
verbal sources and the available examples for refunctioned traditional soap factories
in the world in general and in Turkey in particular, a proposal for restoration and
conversation of such buildings has been developed. In the seventh chapter the
assessment and the results of the study have been conveyed. In the appendix, the
term work permit to the local dictionary and documentation of the structure and its
surroundings have been conveyed.
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